
Fight List - Categories Game

**About Fight List - Categories Game**

Fight List – Categories Game is a trivia game in which users can compete against players from all

over the world and test their knowledge. The aim of the game is to find more answers to a given

category than the opponent.

In Fight List, you not only need to find a single correct answer, but as many answers as possible. In

this entertaining trivia game, you play against friends or other players from all around the world. A

category will be shown to both players. To this category, both have to create a list with as many

answers as possible. Answers, which are often given in this category, score a few points, while

less common answers score many points. The player who scored more points with his answers at

the end of the round wins the game.

**Fight List - Categories Game: Features**

- Find more answers: Fight List is not a classic quiz or puzzle game. A category is given to you and

your opponent. To this category, you should create a list of answers. For example, if the category

is “zodiac signs”, you must write as many zodiacs as possible within the given time. A special

aspect of Fight List, however, is that not only the number but also the frequency of the given

answers is a criterion for scoring. If an answer is often mentioned in this category, players score

only a few points. If the answer is rare, the player scores many points. The player who scores more

points at the end of the round wins the game. There are more than 1000 different categories

available in Fight List.

- Play against players from all around the world: You can play Fight List either against your friends

or against unknown opponents from all around the world. Connect with players, start a new game

round and find out who emerges victorious from the round.

- Use jokers: In Fight List different jokers are available, with which you can achieve an even higher

score. With the time bonus, for example, you have even more time to give answers. There is also a

joker, which gives you further answer options, if you do not know how to continue.

- Watch your progress: Fight List provides a detailed statistics to watch your current progress. You

also have the possibility to access the Fight List leaderboard, for example, to compare your rank

with your friends' ranks.

Conclusion: Fight List – Categories Game is an entertaining trivia game which is not just about the

quantity, but also about the quality of the answers.


